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The mission of the Florida Society of Ambulatory Surgical Centers is to advance the ambulatory surgical center industry through community awareness 
and government advocacy and to promote the professionalism of its members through education, networking and the exchange of information.
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Surgi
President’s Letter
By Saul R. Epstein, FSASC President

2017 marks 
a year of 
tremendous work 
accomplished by 
FSASC on behalf 
of our members. 
One of the 
most recent suc-
cesses of FSASC is 
contained within 
the pages of an 
83 page Final 

Order document issued by Judge Elizabeth 
McArthur, Administrative Law Judge, 
State of Florida, Division of Administrative 
Hearings, on November 30, 2017. It con-
cerns a matter FSASC has been involved 
with, on behalf of FSASC members, for a 
number of years. 

A number of months ago, the 
Department of Financial Services, 
Division of Workers’ Compensation 
(“Department”) had published a proposal 
Rule to codify its non-Rule policy that was 
put into effect in 2015. FSASC felt that 
this rule (the “Proposed Rule”) severely re-
stricts ASCs from obtaining fair treatment 
for Workers’ Compensation Petitions filed 
with the Department. FSASC, through 
its Executive Director, Peter Lohrengel, 
outside legal counsel, myself, and others, 
participated in various informal meetings 
with Department staff and also partici-
pated in several formal workshops on this 
matter which were held in Tallahassee. 
Notwithstanding FSASC’s exhaustive 

efforts in opposition of the Proposed Rule, 
the Department, determined to proceed 
to finalize its Proposed Rule. FSASC’s 
Board of Directors determined that this 
issue was significant in that the Proposed 
Rule affected the substantial interests of a 
FSASC members and it voted in favor of 
a formal challenge to the Proposed Rule. 
As such, FSASC filed a “Rule Challenge”, 
which essentially is the filing of a lawsuit 
against the State of Florida. It is a very big 
deal, and not to be taken lightly. It is time 
consuming and expensive, in terms of legal 
fees and cost.    

The Department, with the aligned posi-
tion of a number of Carriers, who become 
“intervenors” in this case, vigorously 
defended its position and challenged not 
only the substantive position of FSASC, 
but also it’s standing to bring the Petition 
Challenging Proposed Rule on behalf of 
its members. The initial burden fell on 
FSASC to prove it had standing and then, 
once standing was determined that the 
burden would shift to the Department 
to prove that the Proposed Rule was not 
an invalid exercise of delegated legislative 
authority.

After a 3 day trial, which included Peter 
Lohrengel being sworn in and testifying on 
behalf FSASC, the Judge issued a sharply 
worded opinion which ruled in favor of 
FSASC. The Final Order includes that (i) 
FSASC had standing to bring the Rule 
Challenge, (ii) FSASC’s members have 

already been directly and immediately 
harmed by the policies the Department 
sought to codify as Rules, and (iii) 
Department was not permitted to “carve-
out” exceptions to the all-inclusive scope 
of the statutory reimbursement dispute 
process. To view the Final Order, go to 
www.FSASC.org/final-order.. 

FSASC’s legislative advocacy “arm” will 
continue to monitor (and advocate on 
behalf of FSASC members) all legislative 
proposals that affect the substantial inter-
ests of FSASC members, including any 
proposals to the legislature that, if enacted, 
would have the same negative impact 
on ASCs as the now defeated Proposed 
Rule would have had. I’m sure 2018 will 
bring a year full of new challenges and 
triumphs for FSASC and its members! As 
I discussed in my prior Fall, 2017 Quarter 
President’s Letter and presented during our 
last annual meeting held in Orlando this 
past Summer, as your FSASC President, I 
strongly encourage each of you, as FSASC 
members (and especially those that treat 
injured workers), to donate at least $5,000, 
if not, $10,000 per year to your FSASC 
SurgiPAC, so FSASC can continue to 
report wins to you, our Members, like this 
one for which we are extremely happy and 
proud.  

In closing, on behalf of the ASC Board 
of Directors and the entire FSASC family, 
I offer best wishes to you and your family 
this holiday season.  



JUST TAP FOR COMPLIANCE: 
Reduce Risk, Prevent Infection and Improve Patient Safety

Continuously Updated. Always Online.  
Prepare for compliance with oneSOURCE document site and management service, an online 
database that gives you instant access to thousands of Manufacturers’ IFU, PM and Tech-Ready 
documents with a click of a mouse. Join thousands of facilities across the globe saving time, 
space and money by subscribing to oneSOURCE. Put an end to costly compliance citations 
with an affordable solution that pays for itself!

CMS, Joint Commission & AAAHC Accreditation

Call 1-800-701-3560 for a price quote or  
sign up for a free webinar at oneSOURCEdocs.com
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Q & A
Immediate-Use Steam Sterilization
By  Sandra Jones and Patty Spain of Ambulatory Strategies Inc.  

and Phenelle Segal of Infection Control Consulting Services

Question: 
What is considered 

an Immediate-Use 
Steam Sterilization?  
Is it the same as 

flash?  Or, is it considered “short cycle”?

Answer:
I asked Patty Spain, CST, EMT, 

LHRM, of Ambulatory Strategies 
(www.ambulatorystrategies.com) and 
Phenelle Segal, RN, CIC, FAPIC, of 
Infection Control Consulting Services 
(www.iccs-home.com) to weigh in on 
this topic. Their experience and insight 
were helpful in providing clarity about 
the differences between Immediate-Use 
Steam Sterilization (IUSS) and short 
cycle. 

I just performed a mock survey in 
preparation for CMS and AAAHC 
surveys at a surgery center that had 
only four cataract instrument trays 
and rapid case turnover for their high 
volume of cases. The low number of 
instrument sets, short cases, and high 
volume resulted in detailed discussion 
about their instrument processing. 
Their sterilizer cycle tape showed “Flash 
Cycle” with 10 minutes sterilization 
and 1-minute dry time. They were 
using rigid containers. 

Our first steps were to look for 
manufacturer’s instructions for use 
(IFU) for instrument cleaning and 
the sterilizer manufacturer’s manuals 
on sterilizer cycles. We could not find 
information in the facility on the 
rigid containers being used. Since the 
sterilizers were not new, it was also 
important to go to the manufacturer’s 

website and learn updates to the 
instructions for use, especially as 
it related to IUSS cycle and short 
cycle processing and the use of rigid 
containers approved for use in the 
sterilizer. Since all rigid containers 
are not created equal, it is essential to 
assure a rigid container is suitable for 
use in the sterilizer being used and 
allows complete air removal, adequate 
steam penetration and drying. Some 
containers can be used for Immediate 
Use Steam Sterilization (IUSS) but 
not for cycles that allow holding 
instruments for later use.

Note that if you have most 
instruments that require 10 minutes 
of sterilization per the manufacturer’s 
instructions for use and one instrument 
in the set that requires 20 minutes of 
sterilization per the IFU, you must 
always go with the longer sterilization 
time for all instruments in the tray. Yet, 
you still need to check if the MIFU for 
the instruments requiring 10 minutes 
has a warning about using longer 
sterilization times. 

In 2011 a multi-society position 
statement changed the terminology 
“Flash Sterilization” to “Immediate Use 
Steam Sterilization (IUSS)” to more 
accurately reflect the variety of steam 
sterilization cycles used to process 
items that are to be used promptly. In 
August 2014, the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) sent out 
Survey and Certification Memorandum 
09-55 Flash Sterilization Clarification 
– FY 2010 Ambulatory Surgical Center 
(ASC) Surveys which stated that CMS 
endorsed the position statement. In 
February 2015 CMS clarified the fact 

that “short cycle” steam sterilization is 
not the same as IUSS.

IUSS is the shortest possible time 
between a sterilized item’s removal from 
the sterilizer and its aseptic transfer to 
the sterile field (AAMI 2011). CMS 
emphasized the fact that IUSS does 
not in any way permit deviation from 
written instructions provided by the 
device manufacturers, sterilization 
equipment manufacturers, container/
wrap manufacturers and compliance 
with professional guidelines but it does 
allow for little or no dry time because 
it will be used right away. Devices 
sterilized using the IUSS cycle cannot 
be stored for later use; the items must 
be transferred to point of use and used, 
not remaining in the container for 20 
minutes, hours, or days and then used. 
(Table 1)

The sterile processing technician 
(SPT) should be able to provide 
evidence that the sterilizer cycle 
being used for IUSS is indicated in 
the instrument’s manufacturer’s IFU. 
Guidance must be obtained when the 
instrument manufacturer’s IFUs are 
not compatible with the sterilizer or 
container/wrapper instructions for 
use.  If differing instructions cannot be 
resolved and the instrument is urgently 
needed, the instrument’s manufacturer’s 
instructions must be followed.

“Short Cycle” sterilization is NOT 
considered IUSS. “Short Cycle” 
sterilization is a form of terminal 
sterilization that follows the device 
manufacturer’s IFUs for cleaning, 
decontamination and rinsing, uses 
a manufacturer’s approved shorter 
sterilization cycle — continued on page 4
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which includes a complete dry time 
and is packaged in a wrapped or rigid 
container that is cleared by the FDA 
for a future use; that is, the instruments 
and container can be stored per the 
facility’s event related practices, e.g., for 
hours or days. (Table 1)  

Professional guidelines for IUSS 
include the following:
• Disassemble and thoroughly clean 

items in the same manner as when 
performing regular cycle sterilization.

• Use physical monitors and appropri-
ate chemical indicators with each 
load.

• A closed sterilization container must 
be validated for the use in IUSS 
cycle and differentiated from other 
containers.

• Aseptic transfer from the sterilizer to 
the sterile field is followed.

• Items are not stored for future use or 
subsequent cases.

• A daily biological indicator is used 
for a test run in an “immediate use” 
cycle and the results recorded.

• Organization’s leaders ensure train-
ing, education, and the competency 
of staff is validated.

• IUSS use should be 
part of the center’s 
quality assessment 
measures.
IUSS should not 

be used for sterilizing 
implants, except in 
cases of a documented 
emergency when 
no other option is 
available. Additionally, 
devices that have not 
been validated with 
cycle parameters 
available to the staff 

and devices that are intended for 
single-use only should not be sterilized 
using IUSS. Use of the IUSS cycle to 
disinfect instruments used on patients 
who may have Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
disease or other prion diseases is also 
not recommended.

Facilities that use the IUSS cycle 
will be asked for data by surveyors 
and citations may be issued based 
on the data provided. For example, 
information about action taken to 
decrease the frequency of IUSS may be 
considered. Documentation of IUSS 
use should include the following:
• Items processed
• Patient identification
• Surgeon
• Type of cycle
• Cycle parameters
• Monitoring results
• Date and time of cycle
• Operator information
• Reason for IUSS

Routine use of IUSS presents 
concerns about lack of time to 
accomplish adequate pre-cleaning, 
increased risk of inadvertent 
contamination during transfer to the 

sterile field, damage to the instruments, 
risks related to wet instruments, and 
the potential for burns. Therefore, 
use of IUSS, even when all steps are 
performed properly, should be limited 
to situations in which there is an urgent 
need and insufficient time to process 
an instrument by using terminal 
sterilization. Immediate-use steam 
sterilization should not be used as a 
substitute for insufficient instrument 
inventory.

AAMI recently released updated 
standards and recommended practices. 
And, keeping up to date with the 
manufacturers of your sterilizers, 
cleaners, containers, wrappers, and 
instruments is essential. Make it a 
point to check for updates on the 
manufacturers’ website. You might 
want to set up a checklist of steps 
and occasionally observe adherence 
to the process as part of your quality 
assessment. If you find differences 
between the correct steps and actual 
practice, it is time for a performance 
improvement project, taking action to 
reduce or eliminate the discrepancies. 

Thank you to Patty Spain and 
Phenelle Segal for their contributions 
to this article.  

Q & A  (continued from page 3)

Table 1 – IUSS vs Short Cycle
IUSS

Short 
Cycle

Cleans, disinfects and rinses per manufacturer’s IFU  
(including disassembly when needed) X X

Uses a rigid container/wrap that is validated for IUSS cycle X
Follows manufacturer IFU for container/wrap X X
Follows device, container/wrap, and sterilizer approved shorter sterilization cycle X X
Use of physical monitors and chemical indicators X X
May be wet when aseptically placed on sterile field X
Allows for dry time X
Rigid container/wrap FDA approved for future use X
Follows professional guidelines X X

* Some rigid containers are FDA cleared with no dry time and sterility for up to 30 days.
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Legislative Update
By Mike Cusick, FSASC Legislative Director

As we approach 
the 2018 session 
we are facing 
several interesting 
times. Nationally 
congress struggles 
to complete 
tasks before 

them and regulatory changes 
are presenting uncertain results. 
Additionally, like Hollywood and 
Washington DC, Tallahassee has 
been rocked recently by allegations 
of impropriety by state Legislators. 
One state Senator has resigned and 
one is under investigation. While 
not directly of interest to FSASC, 
these revelations have changed the 
leadership structure of the Senate. 
The incoming Democratic Leader 
of the Senate resigned and the 
Appropriations Chair in the Senate 
has been replaced in that position 
pending an internal investigation. 
It remains to be seen whether any 
of this will have a material affect on 
bills and the process. It is certainly 
making a lot of people nervous and 
cautious.

The 2018 Legislative session starts 
January 9th which is about three 
months earlier than in previous years. 
This has created a more intense set 
of fall committee meetings as the 
legislature prepares for the session 
start. As we have discussed in the 
past the Florida House has been 
focused on pushing several health 
care marketplace changes that they 
believe will lead to high quality and 

lower cost care for patients. These 
changes have passed the House the 
last two sessions in various forms 
but have not been embraced by the 
Florida Senate. This year the House 
has established a shortened process 
for moving measures to the Senate. 
Bills that have previously passed the 
House multiple times will be referred 
to only one committee and then take 
them directly to the House floor. 
The House has already moved several 
measures through committee and 
will take them up possible the first 
week of the session around January 
9th. The Senate is maintaining its 
normal process 
of referring 
bills to multiple 
committees 
before they 
reach the floor. 

Although 
the 2018 
session doesn’t 
start until 
January 9th 
the Legislature 
has been 
busy holding 
committee 
meetings and 
positioning 
bills in 
preparation 
for the session. 
Already, the 
House passed 
several bills 
that would 

affect ASCs if finally enacted. Bills 
on Workers’ Compensation, 23 
Hour Care, and patient surveys were 
adopted in committee in November 
were priority bills for House leaders 
that did not pass last session. They 
are taking up and moving these 
measures to the floor of the House 
in preparation for a quick start in 
January. While there appears to be 
some interest in the ASC part of HB 
23 (SB 250) the Senate has shown 
no current interest in the Workers’ 
Compensation payment shift to 
Medicare or the cultural safety survey 
requirement contained in HB 35.
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Serving Ambulatory Surgery Centers since 1993  

with Honesty and Integrity 
Contact  

Sandra Jones, CASC, LHRM, CPHRM, CHCQM, FHFMA  
Call 352-567-1202 or 
info@aboutascs.com  

www.ambulatorystrategies.com 
Twitter   @aboutascs 

WE BRING THE PIECES TOGETHER FOR YOU!

 

Regulatory Compliance Quality Measures Reporting 
Accreditation Preparation Medicare Certification 
Risk Management State Licensure 

   
Our expert team includes experienced Risk Managers and AAAHC Surveyors 
who have managed surgery centers and understand the challenges and the 
opportunities. We are surgery center experts. 

— continued on page 6
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Legislative Update  (continued from page 6)

Workers’ Compensation

Like last session the Florida House 
is ready to pass a bill that shifts 
Workers’ Compensation payments to 
a Medicare based system. The House 
Commerce Committee, chaired by 
Representative Jim Boyd (R), took 
up the same bill adopted by the 
House last session that, among other 
things, shifts the health care provider 
payment system to a Medicare based 
system. The bill, sponsored by the 
House Commerce Committee (PCB 
COM 18-01), is being handled by 
Representative Danny Burgess (R) 
Zephyrhills.

FSASC Board member Robert 
Haen, Director of Center One 
in Jacksonville, spoke against the 
proposed change to Workers’ 
Compensation during committees 
on November 14. There is not 
comparable bill in the Senate for the 
Workers’ Compensation change and 
FSASC, working in concert with 
the Florida Hospital Association, is 
urging Senators not to include the 
Medicare shift in any effort in the 
Senate. It is likely to be a battle that 
will be fought throughout the session. 

23 Hour Care

HB 23 by Representative Paul 
Renner (R) Palm Coast was adopted 
by the House Health and Human 
Services Committee in November 
and will likely be taken up by the 
full House of Representatives in 
early January. This bill would allow 
patients to stay up to 24 hours in an 
ASC rather than being discharge at 

midnight. The bill also creates a new 
facility license called a recovery care 
center that if enacted would allow 
a patient to be discharged from a 
hospital or ASC to a recovery care 
center to recover from surgery for up 
to 72 hours. 

The Senate version of this bill, 
SB 250, by Senator Greg Steube 
(R) Sarasota only contains the ASC 
provisions. The Senate bill is expected 
to be taken up in its first committee, 
the Health Policy Committee, 
Chaired by Senator Dana Young (R) 
Tampa, at the December or early 
January meeting of that committee. 
This measure is moving more quickly 
than in past sessions.

Florida’s No Fault  
Auto Insurance, PIP

Another issue that the House 
is pushing includes repealing the 
current no fault auto insurance called 
PIP and replacing it with mandatory 
general liability coverage similar to 
most other states in the country. 
There is a companion bill in the 
Senate but it did not go anywhere last 
session and so far there is not much 
interest in pushing that bill this year. 

Cultural Surveys

HB 35 by Representative Michael 
Grant (R) Port Charlotte, requires 
ASCs and Hospitals to conduct 
patient safety culture surveys and 
then post the results of those surveys 
on their website. The bill was passed 
by the House Health and Human 
Services Committee this week. This 
bill has also passed the House during 

the last two sessions and is expected 
to be taken up by the full House early 
in the session. There is no current 
effort in the Senate to pass this 
language. 

FSASC expects to see the House 
push for the repeal of the hospital 
certificate of need process but again 
this measure has not been supported 
in the Senate. There are rumors that 
the House will propose other price 
transparency changes that would give 
consumers more information before 
selecting a sight of service but there 
is nothing concrete on this for the 
moment. 

Stay Informed and  
Make Your Voice Heard

As in past sessions Legislators will 
file about 2,000 individual bills. 
FSASC reads all of them and is 
tracking all that could be relevant to 
your ability to appropriately serve 
patients. We will be sending out 
weekly reports during the session and 
periodically asking for your help in 
calling your state legislator urging 
them to vote up or down on a specific 
bill. 

Thank you in advance for the help 
and attention. It is important that 
they know that people back home, 
not just those of us in Tallahassee care 
about the decisions that they make. 
It is also very important that every 
center participate in SurgiPAC. These 
funds help FSASC educate legislators 
and candidates and support those 
people that, like you, are interested in 
promoting quality patient care.  
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Heard Around the Country ...
CMS Finalizes Payment Rule for 2018

The Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) recently 
posted the final payment rule for 
2018. The rule contains a mix of items 
that affect ASCs. To begin with, there 
is an overall average 1.2% increase in 
reimbursement across all services.  

The final rule added three new 
procedures to the list of approved 
procedures, namely CPTs 58572, 
22858 and 22856. In a disappointing 
move, CMS refused to approve total 
knee arthroscopy in the ASC for 

Medicare patients. Their argument 
was that this procedure typically 
requires more than 23 hours of 
surgery and recovery time. 

The final rule also made 
adjustments to the ASC Quality 
Reporting Program. CMS removing 
the requirement to report data in 
2019 (collected in 2018) for ASC 
prophylactic antibiotic timing, 
Safe surgery checklist use and ASC 
volume data for select procedures.

CMS added two new measures that 
will affect payment determination in 
2022. These are: Hospital visits after 
orthopedic ASC procedures and after 
Urology ASC procedures. 

Finally, CMS continued 
an indefinite delay on the 
implementation of the ASC-CAHPS 
(Consumer Assessment of Healthcare 
Providers and Systems) program. 
This gives both CMS and ASCs more 
time to prepare for this high impact 
new program during 2018.  

State Update
FSASC Completes Dispute Resolution Trial

On October 11th and 12th, FSASC 
argued to a state administrative law 
judge the merits of its case against the 
changes that the Division of Workers’ 
Compensation is seeking to make 
to the Dispute Resolution Rule. The 

State is seeking to remove the ability 
to receive a meaningful determination 
for any ASC that has entered into 
a Workers’ Compensation contract 
or managed care agreement with an 
insurer. The changes to the rule go 

so far as to say that even an alleged 
contract will lead to a non-binding 
determination. 

To view the Final Order, go to www.
FSASC.org/final-order.

DWC Advances new Manual
The Florida Division of Workers’ 

Compensation (DWC) published 
a new version of the proposed 2017 
ASC Provider Manual in late October. 
The Manual contains several textual 
changes and a complete update and 

expansion of the MRA table. FSASC 
provided testimony to the Division 
about the manner in which the new 
Manual treats Associated Disposable 
Instrumentation associated with an 
implant. It is unclear whether the new 

Manual will be finalized in time to re-
place the 2016 Manual which currently 
awaits legislative ratification. Until such 
a time as the Legislature acts, the 2015 
Manual in current use will remain in 
place.

AHCA Close to Final on Transparency Rule
The Agency for Health Care 

Administration (AHCA) is expected to 
file the Transparency Rule associated 
with the 2016 Transparency legislation 
that requires certain postings on 
ASC websites and increased patient 
notifications. 

The statute is quite detailed and it 
has been difficult for AHCA to craft 
a rule that provides any additional 
explanation on how to interpret the 
statute without exceeding its statutory 
authority. The final rule is relatively 
short and adds a few measures to the 

comprehensive list set out in statute. 
FSASC will notify members as soon as 
the rule is notified as final. There will 
be several new items that will be in ef-
fect at that time that must be addressed 
immediately.  
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Society News
Join FSASC at the Quality & Risk 
Management Conference this April

There are headlines every 
day about the medical field and 
mistakes that should have been 
avoided. How do you keep these 
events from happening at your 
center? How do you create a cul-
ture of safety that engages every 
staff member?

In 2018, the FSASC Education 
committee is helping ASC 
administrators and risk managers 
learn about “Balancing Risk in 
Your ASC” at the Quality & 
Risk Management Conference.  
Make plans to attend April 19-20 
in Orlando at the Renaissance 

Orlando at SeaWorld. This 
conference is set to have national 
speakers and experts on ASC 
issues and will include a session 
addressing specific ASC infection 
control issues.

Administrators, risk managers 
and other quality leaders in the 
ASC are invited to attend and join 
with other ASC leaders to discuss 
best practice strategies for reduc-
ing risk and improving patient 
safety. With a convenient and 
central location, this conference is 
ideal for centers that need specific 
ASC education close to home. 

Registration information will 
be available soon. Go online at 
www.fsasc.org for more details or 
to register. 

Save the Date!  FSASC 2018 Annual Conference & Trade Show
With the new year just around 

the corner, the FSASC Education 
Committee is busy making plans 
and confirming speakers for an 
agenda that aims to please the 
busy ASC professional. 

Next summer, learn about 
the latest industry trends as 
you meet up with old friends, 
make new contacts and learn 
about the latest industry 
trends. In 2018, the FSASC 
Annual Conference & Trade 
Show will take place July 18-
20, 2018 in Orlando at the 

Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress. 

FSASC Annual Conference 
continues to be one of the best 
industry values. It’s never too early 

to mark your calendars as FSASC 
invites you to bring your family 
to Orlando and enjoy the theme 
park experience!  

Welcome New Members!
Center Members

Lake Mary Surgery Center – Lake Mary
Tavares Surgery Center - Tavares

Laser Spine Institute - Tampa
Tampa Bay Specialty Surgery Center – Pinellas Park

Know a center that is not a member?  Email Crystal Anderson at 
crystal@ascmember.org and help us grow our membership and influence!

RISK

April 19-20, 2018  |  Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld©

2018 FSASC QUALITY & RISK
MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS:

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND:
Administrators
Risk Managers 
Quality Leaders
Infection Preventionists

BALANCING

IN YOUR ASC
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Has your surgery center or  
surgical hospital conducted a 
clinical assessment recently? 

Want to learn more?   
Visit cardinalhealth.com/surgerycenter to check out a case study,  

as well as request a meeting for your own clinical assessment.

© 2017 Cardinal Health. All Rights Reserved. CARDINAL HEALTH, the Cardinal Health LOGO, and 
ESSENTIAL TO CARE are trademarks of Cardinal Health and may be registered in the US and/or in 
other countries. Lit. No. 2AMB17-731979 (11/2017)

Rising costs, declining reimbursement  
and the mandate to improve quality —  
these are key challenges that surgery  
centers and surgical hospitals face today. 

Our dedicated clinical team can work with you to find new 

ways to overcome these challenges by focusing on process 

improvements and opportunities to streamline products. 

2AMB17-731979 ASC clinical assessment ad - FSASC_FINAL_PRINT.indd   1 11/7/17   10:21 AM
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Business Partners
Please reach out to these FSASC Business Partners for your ASC needs:

1st Providers Choice  Jason Keele 480.782.1116 az@1stproviderschoice.com 
Surgery Center EMR & Center Management Software Reduce Costs, Increase Productivity and Streamline your Surgery Center for 
Maximum Efficiency. Surgery Centers across the country are enjoying all the time and cost savings of moving from their current paper 
to automated environments.
Ambulatory Care Consultants, LLC Sally Furman-Ramirez 727.236.5744 sally@ambulatorycareconsultants.com 
Prepare clients for accreditation, state licensure and Medicare certification. Maintain policies and procedures for regulatory 
compliance.
Ambulatory Strategies, Inc. Sandra Jones 352.567.1202 sjones@ambulatorystrategies.com 
From strategic planning, risk management, policy and procedure manuals, state licensing and Medicare certification to regulatory 
compliance, we can deliver, educate and coach your ambulatory surgery center to excellence.
Axxess Andrew Awoniyi, ND, RN-BC, CDE 214.575.7711 cahps@axxess.com 
Axxess is the fastest growing patient engagement technology company, administering patient surveys and a complete suite of innovative, 
cloud-based software and services, empowering healthcare providers with solutions to enhance patient engagement. Working with 
Axxess guarantees the latest innovations in patient engagement will be available to FSASC members well into the future.
Bausch & Lomb Howard Lewis 813.765.2075 howard_lewis@bausch.com 
Comprehensive portfolio of surgical products for ophthalmology. This includes Stellaris and Stellaris PC for cataract and retina 
procedures, intraocular lenses, viscoelastics, custom packs and Storz surgical instruments for ophthalmolgy ENT and plastic surgery.
Bayside Biomedical Services Randall Norris 800.980.9275 Randall.Norris@BaysideBioMed.COM 
Bayside Biomedical Services provides general biomedical equipment calibration service, preventative maintenance, performance 
inspection and electrical safety inspection to meet the state and federal regulatory requirements. We offer steam sterilizer service, 
flexible and rigid scope repair and surgical instrument sharpening and repair.
Compliance One Group Eric Kella 269.547.8255 Eric.kella@complianceonegroup.com 
Compliance One Group provides physical environment consultation, architectural design and construction management services for 
hospitals and ambulatory surgery centers.
Daniels Health Austin Martin 407.961.8525 AMartin@DanielsHealth.com 
With the second largest healthcare waste service infrastructure in the United States, Daniels Health offers seamless service, 
transportation, and treatment. Daniels Health has products across all waste streams including reusable sharps, RMW, chemotherapy, 
pharmaceutical, and hazardous waste. These products and services are what make Daniels Health a safe, sustainable, and affordable 
partner.
deSoutter Medical Greg Blencke 770.402.4460 greg.blencke@de-soutter.com 
DeSoutter Medical is the world’s leading manufacturer of powered surgical instruments for ALL orthopedic procedures.  In addition 
to our full range of orthopedic power equipment, we  launched a single handpiece system to meet the needs of ASC total joint 
procedures.
Future Health Concepts Jeremy Karleskint 407.547.2020 jeremy@fhcusa.com 
Future Health Concepts, Inc., has been selling quality new and refurbished medical equipment and replacement parts since 1975. We 
offer over 70 different hospital equipment product lines to provide for all of your medical equipment needs for your Surgery Center.
HST Pathways Jon M Trujillo 800.290.4078 jon.trujillo@hstpathways.com 
HST Provides ASC software including ASC management, ASC EHR, and Anesthesia Billing.
Image First Healthcare JC Ryan 727.571.2221 flaimagefirst@aol.com  
ImageFIRST is a national medical linen service providing laundry and garments for surgical facilities throughout Florida. We 
provide a cost-effective solution for greater patient satisfaction and customer service is our top priority.
McDermott Will & Emery LLP Christine Kelly 312.984.2058 ctkelly@mwe.com 
Our 100+ health lawyers counsel leading organizations in every major sector of the healthcare industry on regulatory and business  
transaction issues.
M Modal Garn Capps 857.488.5049 garn.capps@mmodal.com 
M*Modal helps healthcare providers to create higher-quality documentation more efficiently with an integrated suite of speech 
recognition solutions for physician documentation, clinical documentation improvement (CDI), coding and transcription solutions 
and services, as well as adoption services.
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One Medical Passport Dan Short 770.271.2264 dan.short@mwtcorp.com 
One Medical Passport gathers medical history and required documentation in one organized system for you. It connects facilities to 
patients and physicians to provide an excellent patient-care experience that’s more convenient and cost effective.

OneSource Document Management Services Lindsay Frkovich-Nelson 800.701.3560 lnelson@onesourcedocs.com 
Be compliance-ready with online access to thousands of up-to-date manufacturer and Tech Ready documents for cleaning, 
decontaminating, and sterilizing reusable instruments and devices. OneSOURCE will contact manufacturers for your specific IFU 
document needs, update the database regularly, provide notification of revised documents, and add documents upon request.

PharMEDium Services, LLC Ross Chiger 847.457.2407 rchiger@pharmedium.com 
PharMEDium is the nation’s leading provider of outsourced ready to use compounded sterile preparations (CSPs). Operating four 
state-of-the-art  503B Outsourcing Facilities, PharMEDium helps ASCs by helping to enhance patient safety efforts, reduce drug 
waste and simplify regulatory compliance.

Puretex Solutions James Conn 407.745.1096 sales@puretexsolutions.com 
Florida’s most technologically advanced commercial healthcare laundry and linen service company.

Practice Partners in Healthcare, Inc. Lecia Willingham 888.310.1311 LWillingham@practicepartners.org 
Practice Partners is a developer, manager and minority equity partner of single and multi-specialty ASCs. We specialize in the 
development of new centers and the optimization of existing centers, in partnerships with physicians and with physician/hospital joint 
ventures. We deliver success-proven expertise with no development fees.

RiskQual Technologies, Inc. Estee Wichterich 954.435.6161 esteew@riskqual.com 
RiskQual offers the HAS system for Incident Reporting, Complaint/Grievance, Quality Events/Reviews, Claims Management and 
Workers’ Compensation specifically designed for the healthcare industry. System-wide features include easy/quick entry, automated 
follow-up, ad-hoc detail & graphical reporting & PSO Reporting.

Soothing Scents, Inc. Roy Nichols 334.393.9504 roy@soothing-scents.com 
SSI Manufactures an PONV relief aromatherapy product called QueaseEASE that is extremely effective for reducing patient nausea 
and improving post surgical facility satisfaction outcomes.

STERIS Corporation Tom Preseau 727.937.3836 tom_preseau@steris.com 
STERIS offers customers a unique mix of innovative capital equipment products, such as sterilizers and surgical tables, and 
connectivity solutions such as operating room integration; consumable products, such as detergents and skin care products, 
gastrointestinal endoscopy accessories; services, including equipment installation and maintenance.

SunCoast Credentialing, Inc. Kathleen Lavely 813.505.2377 kathy.lavely@suncoastcredentialing.com 
ASC credentialing, competency, and compliance services for regulatory and credentialing standards.

Superior Biomedical Service Frank Bonnlanders, Jr 800.451.1051 fdb2@att.net 
Medical equipment management including safety and electrical checks calibration, preventative maintenance, and medical 
equipment repairs including anesthesia and sterilizers.

Surgical Development Systems, Inc Donna Scroggins 561.630.6277 dscroggins@sdsiasc.com 
SDSI is a true operational and financial consulting management company specializing in services for physician joint ventured ASCs. 
SDSI has been in operation since 1998 and services include feasibility analysis for facility development, licensure, accreditation, 
revenue cycle management and more. Learn more about us at www.sdsiasc.com.

Surgical Information Systems Eric Insua 470.345.9702 einsua@sisfirst.com  
Surgical Information Systems (SIS) owners of Amkai and Sourcemed, provides surgical care providers with the solutions and services 
they need to deliver improved operational, financial, and clinical outcomes. Serving nearly 3,000 ASCs and hospitals across the US 
and Canada, SIS solutions are designed to deliver value throughout the perioperative process.

Urban Healthcare Consultants Inc Patty Urban 727.439.8667 patty@urbanhealthcareconsultants.com 
Urban Healthcare Consultants Inc provides a comprehensive continuum of development services for your ASC. Our consultants are 
uniquely qualified and have the expertise to provide your ASC with consulting services including regulatory compliance, accreditation 
preparation, licensing and certification preparation, plans of correction, and revenue cycle management.

Xenex Disinfection Services Ryan Bridges 407.575.7527 ryan.bridges@xenex.com 
Xenex Disinfection Services produces the only Pulsed Xenon Full Spectrum™ UV Germ-Zapping Robot™. We designed the LightStrike 
Robots for speed, portability and effectiveness, and have demonstrated 50%-100% reduction in hospital acquired conditions 
including MRSA, VRE, SSI’s as well as cDiff.
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A Special Thank You to Our Generous 2017 SurgiPAC Donors
PLATINUM LEVEL

Andrews Institute Ambulatory 
Surgery Center, LLC

Boca Raton Outpatient 
Surgery & Laser Center

CenterOne Surgery Center
Florida Medical Clinic 

Ambulatory Surgery Center

Florida Orthopaedic Institute 
Surgery Center, LLC

Manatee Surgical Center
Melbourne Surgery Center

Merritt Island Surgery Center
Northwest Florida Surgery Center

Panama City Surgery Center, LLC
Physicians Day Surgery Center, Inc.

Physicians Surgical Care Center
Surgery Center at Doral

GOLD LEVEL

Florida Endoscopy & Surgery Center, LLC
Florida Eye Clinic A.S.C.

Lakeland Surgical & Diagnostic Center

Surgery Center of Ocala
Surgery Center of Volusia, LLC
Tampa Bay Endoscopy Center

West Park Surgery Center

SILVER LEVEL

All Saints Surgery Center
Ambulatory Surgery Center-Tampa

Atlantis Outpatient Center
Bay Area Physicians Surgery Center

Bayonet Point Surgery and 
Endoscopy Center

Bayside Ambulatory Center
Belleair Surgery Center
Brandon Surgery Center

Cornerstone Surgicare LLC
Countryside Surgery Center

Doctors Same Day Surgery Center
Florida Surgery Center

Gulf Coast Endoscopy Center of Venice
Gulf Coast Surgery Center
Gulf Pointe Surgery Center

HCA Ambulatory Surgery Division
Jacksonville Surgery Center
Kissimmee Surgery Center

Miami Lakes Surgery Center
New Port Richey Surgery Center

North County Surgicenter
North Florida Surgical Pavilion

North Miami Beach Surgical Center
Orange Park Surgery Center
Outpatient Surgical Services

Palms West Surgicenter
Parkside Surgery Center

Riverwalk Surgery Center
Same Day Surgery Center of Orlando

St. Lucie Surgery Center
Surgery Center at Coral Springs
Surgery Center at St. Andrews

Surgery Center of Aventura, LTD
Surgical Park Center

Tallahassee Outpatient Surgery Center
Tampa Eye and Specialty Surgery Center

Venture Ambulatory Surgical Center

BRONZE LEVEL

Central Florida Surgicenter
Day Surgery Center

Promenades Surgery Center, LLC

South Broward Endoscopy Center
St. Mark’s Surgical Center, LLC

Surgical Development Systems, Inc

The Endoscopy Center of Pensacola
Winter Haven Ambulatory 

Surgical Center, LLC


